List of Environments
- unclear circulation
- purposely deceptive pathways
- deep steps
- frequent level changes
- pits, drops, burrows in path
- holes in pathways
- uneven floors
- drafty spaces
- excessive heat
- coating of dust
- lack of vegetation
- only deformed plants
- no glass in windows
- flickering lights
- bare rooms
- lack of light
- muffled sounds
- ascidation on walls
- no cell/internet service
- water leaks
- permanent pools of water
- low ceilings require crouching
- sunken pits within rooms
- trash floating through spaces
- stains on walls and floors
- unmarked/wet floors
- sharp objects line path
- metal-clad rooms
- bare rooms
- dirty windows and skylights
- exposed mechanical systems
- towering machinery in rooms
- concrete shows formwork
- dirty, broken, disfigured brick
- unfinished drywall
- planks span chasms
- tight, cramped spaces
- uncomfortably tall ceilings
- low ceilings require crouching
- small spaces for crawling
- unmarked holes in roofs
- no roof at all
- rooms held by people
- people yelling and pushing
- live mannequins
- speakers play weak, inaudible, disembodied drones
- uncomfortable seating
- insufficient handrails

Select Places and Events
- Rwanda, 1994
- Cambodia, 1975 - 1979
- Bosnia, 1990 - 1995
- Syria, present
- Ukrainian famine, 1932 - 1933
- Congo, up to 1998
- Ottoman Empire, Hamidian Massacres, 1878 - 1880
- Russian alternation with Cossack, 1880s
- Iran famine, 1893 - 1895
- German aggression, 1889 - 1914
- Partition of India, 1947 - present
- Sinti Genocide, 1942
- Armenian Genocide, 1915 - 1923
- Holocaust, 1938 - 1945
- Guatemalan Genocide, 1981 - 1983